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QUESTIONS PRESENTED

I. Whether Petitioner has shown that the Federal
Circuit's test for patent indefiniteness under
35 U.S.C. § 112, f2 conflicts with this Court's
precedent in light of the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office recently informing this Court
that there was no conflict.

II. Whether the Federal Circuit erred in giving
respect to the presumption ofvalidity specified by
Congress in 35 U.S.C. § 282 in considering the
invalidity defense of indefiniteness under
35 U.S.C. §112, \2.
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CORPORATE DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
PURSUANT TO SUPREME COURT RULE 29.6

Biosig Instruments, Inc. has no parent
corporation, and no publicly held corporation owns
10% or more of its stock.
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INTRODUCTION

Petitioner essentially presents the same issue
regarding indefiniteness that was recently presented
to this Court in 2011. After requesting and receiving
the United States Patent and Trademark Office's

("USPTO") opinion on the issue in that case, this
Court denied the petition for certiorari on the
indefiniteness standard. Applera Corp. v. Enzo
BioChem, Inc., 131 S. Ct. 3020 (2011). As nothing
has changed, there is no reason to grant the Petition
in this case.

Petitioner fails to present a compelling reason
that this case merits this Court's attention.

Petitioner lost on appeal because it failed to prove
that Respondent's U.S. Patent No. 5,337,753 ("the
'753 Patent") was invalid for indefiniteness.
Petitioner did not lose because the Court applied the
wrong analysis. Rather, Petitioner lost because
Respondent showed, and the Federal Circuit agreed,
that the intrinsic record contains a bright-line test
using standard electrical equipment such as an
oscilloscope and meters for determining what
structures are within the claim scope. Petitioner has
no real response on the merits of the case. Petitioner
does not even mention the oscilloscope/meter testing
in its Petition, which was the basis of the Federal
Circuit decision. Moreover, Petitioner has never
contended that it cannot reproduce the
oscilloscope/meter testing or that it creates any zone
of uncertainty.

Regarding the legal standards, Petitioner is
wrong that the Federal Circuit has adopted an
indefiniteness standard that conflicts with this

Court's precedent. For example, in Minerals



• t*j v Hyde this Court explained that
Separation, Ltd.;v; M™'{Z, requires in patents is"the certainty winch the law requir ^ ^ ^
not neater than^^^f^ (emphasissubject matter. 242U.b^ explained m
added). Likewise, ^ jedera able efforts
this case, a claim is indefinite * ^ does
at claim construction «^££*£ and clarity to
not provide sufficient V^^J of the claim.»

fe^tr^nS-^eraiC^tonthe
indefiniteness standa^ ^

The PetrUonAouldato*«1 reasonaWe
Petitioner otters * ^^ord that is notinterpretation" ^etot^^d«d^dfint ^^
contained anywhere in this C<^** Moreover,
tne Federal Circuit's 3^u^retati0n-testPetitioner's "multiple reas^m^ ^ ^
conflicts with this Courts decisis ^ ^^ ^
Westview Instruments Inc^> •̂ patents are
Marfeman, this Court recog reqmre
legal instruments that ^ gg7_m ^
construction by a co . -^ .^.^
Petitioner otters a t claims to bestandard as Petitioner^requires pa^^ Under
construed prior to aj P ^ fo concoct
Petitioner's view, if a detenff . „ then a patentmultiple "-o-^^^^^
is simply invalid. Thus, Peti u.established
^nfU^^0^ wea.en, not
strengthen the patent system.



Finally, Petitioner's argument that the
presumption of validity somehow does not apply to
an indefiniteness challenge is simply contrary to the
plain language of 35 U.S.C. §282(a). And the
presumption applies to any factual showings
required in challenging the validity of issued
patents. The Federal Circuit, therefore, did not
commit error by giving respect to the presumption of
validity, mandated by §282(a), in crafting its
indefiniteness test.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

Respondent Biosig Instruments, Inc. is a medical
device and exercise equipment company that makes,
inter alia, heart rate monitors. Petitioner, Nautilus,'
Inc., is a multinational exercise equipment company.'
The parties' dispute stems from Respondent having
produced, under a non-disclosure agreement and for
testing purposes heart rate monitor products to
Stairmaster, a predecessor of Petitioner, and having
the patented technology rejected by Petitioner's
predecessor, only to find out later that Petitioner
and its predecessors were using the claimed
technology. After Respondent discovered that
Petitioner was indeed using Respondent's patented
technology, Respondent brought suit for patent
infringement in 2004.

After the litigation was commenced, it was
dismissed without prejudice subject to a tolling
agreement because Petitioner twice requested ex
parte reexamination of the '753 Patent by the
USPTO. Both requests were granted. After
considering both of Petitioner's reexamination
requests, the USPTO confirmed that the '753
Patent claims were patentable without



foTf ::LPetltI0ner Iater filed a*w "quert
denied C r,eeXTnatl0n- which «« USPTOdenied for failing to raise a substantial new
question ofpatentability.

With its V53 Patent confirmed patentable
Respondent returned to court to pursue its'
infringement claims against Petitioner. mZ cla m
construction phase, the trial court construed aUof
he disputed claim terms. Petitioner moved for
sz£rr tt mra,m&%e—;"
relationship", which the court Ranted ^
courfsTe.aI' th"FederaI Ci««it reversed the trial
Sinitftndfr 3ts^^f- T
bound oIhe "^ Ca? r6adily aSCertain *eoounclsof the spaced relationship" throu«h test,
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woSnr™ W SIgnalS' ^deed7, the tes?
connectedTi, f *, StmAard oscilloscope
ampl &r 0 i?T, and °Utputs of adifferentialampmier to view the signal wave forms and to
supprinlT taraCteristi-" «• «' 901- Findingsupport in the intrinsic record—the natent ifQO,f o 5
•to prosecution history at the USPTO-the our "„f
appeals found that the 753 Paten dsdo ed
would »,ParameterS °f the Claimed Waratus whSund LtT aPerSOn°f OTdi-ry skill in the art to
rettTonshfo" Tb T? ^n b°Unds of >ac^relationship. The Federal Circuit then remanded
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A- THE -753 PATENTED INVENTION
Electrocardiogram ("Frr"\ •

^ the heart and areldW^ T^ ^ generated
Circuit Joint Append?*(W ^ rate ^Fed^al
1039-1040 at ^33 35 n ^u"^ Cir' J^
monitors detect anusECC ?' W rate
heart rate. EMG sieLt S!fnalS to det^mine

^theinterfere„tteenmCrEIvlGeharered
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%** «- acc-te^r^A^r„r3i!

ECG signals couTd be ° Slgnals- s° *hat the^termination (?e"Cir KTff J0r heart rate
his invention, Respond^ ? 1:28"33)' Based onrate monitor 'forTet"t^l'I^ a"heart
exercise apparatus and/or „™ association with
Cir. JAM at 5:17.18rTLT?e T^res" (Fed.
fifth claim elements de^. be lan,daird th™&
-ember and the electrodes a they ^ ^^
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an elongate member;

said elongate member comprising a
first half and a second half;

a first live electrode and a first
common electrode mounted on said

first half in spaced relationship with
each other;

a second live electrode and a second

common electrode mounted on said
second half in spaced relationship with
each other.

(Fed. Cir. JA14 at 5:20, 5:26-33). Although the
"spaced relationship" is further defined by
additional claim language regarding detecting and
removing EMG signals, these claim elements can
be understood with reference to the patent
specification example reproduced below.
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Annotated Figure i
Showing Elongate Member and F,W*™^s

Elongate
Member

A first live electrnrlp and a
first common electrndp

mounted on said first half in
jaced relationship with

each other;.

Spacec Relationship Between Second
Common and l..ve Electrodes

Second

Common

Second Live
Electrode

Claim 1also recites "electronic circuitry including
a difference amplifier having afirst input terminal of
a first polarity and a second input terminal of a
second polarity opposite to said first polarity "which
is illustrated below (Fed. Cir. JA14 at 5-21-25)
Generally, a difference or differential amplifier is
designed to amplify the difference between signals
(Fed. Cir. JA1035 at f23).



Annotated Figure 2

Depicting a Difference Amplifier
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a

having a ___

l£iI^l-i:L °f a first polarity
and a s^oud hioi;:

termla-y of a second

polarity opposite to said
first polarity';...

Claim 1 further specifies that the electrodes are
electrically connected to the differential amplifier
(Fed. Cir. JA14 at 5:33-40). Claim 1 also has an
"EMG Whereby Clause" at column 5, lines 48-61 and
an "ECG Whereby Clause" at column 5, line 62
through column 6, line 7 (Fed. Cir. JA14). As shown
in the annotation of Figure 2 below, the "EMG
Whereby" clause specifies the capability for detecting
hand EMG signals of substantially equal magnitude
and phase and substantially removing those EMG
signals with the difference amplifier (Fed. Cir. JA14
at 5:42-6:7).
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Annotated Figtire 2 Showing
EMG Whereby Clauses

Detection of First

Electromvosrarn Sianal

Substantially Zero
Electroinvogram Signal

9

Detection of

Second

Electromyogram
Sianal

BB°o

Whereby, a first electromyogram signal will be
detected between said first live electrode and said
first common electrode, and a second
electromyogram signal, of substantially equal
magnitude and phase to said first electromyogram
signal will be detected between said second live
electrode and said second common electrode;... so
that, when said first electromyogram signal is
applied to said first terminal and said second
electromyogram signal is applied to said second
terminal, the first and second electromyogram
signals will be subtracted from each other to
produce a substantially zero electromyogram
signal at the output of said difference amplifier;...
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The "ECG Whereby" clause specifies that the
monitor has the ability to detect heart ECG signals
of "substantially equal magnitude" but of "opposite
phase" and the difference amplifier can process these
signals for heart rate determination (Fed. Cir JA14
at 5:62-6:7).

Annotated Figure 2
Showing ECG Whereby Clauses

First

Electrocardiograph
Signal Second

Electrocardiograph
Signal

And whereby a first electrocardiograph signal
will be detected between said first live electrode and
said first common electrode and a second
electrocardiograph signal, of substantially equal
magnitude but of opposite phase to said first
electrocardiograph signal will be detected between
said second live electrode and said second common
electrode, so that, when said first electrocardiograph
signal is applied to said first terminal and said
second electrocardiograph signal is applied to said
second terminal, the first and second
electrocardiograph signals will be added to each
other to produce a non-zero electrocardiograph
signal at the output ofsaid difference amplifier;...
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The claimed heart rate monitor has the canabilitv
of substantially removing EMG signal during
accurate heart rate calculations. This can h„
understood with reference to Figures (W,
dlt^n adeClarati°n -produced^ Z
amplfer nw ""N"1" fd "2" "" dtf">f1Iler mPut signals from live elerrrndp*
contammg EMG signals that mask ECC ? iFed. Cir. JA1050-51 at ^54-55)^ tL difSnt
amplifier output signal "3" removes EMgS
leaving the ECG signal, and the heartTat an be
determined from the time between the ECG signal
R amplitudes (Fed. Cir. JA1051 at Tf55).

^^S^ejiFi^^
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B. THE PROSECUTION HISTORY

INCLUDING THE PATENT OFFICE'S
REJECTION OF PETITIONER'S

ARGUMENTS REGARDING FUJISAKI
ETAL.

Petitioner substantially misrepresents the
prosecution history with respect to Fujisaki et al.
Petitioner instituted two reexamination proceedings
based on the Fujisaki et al. reference and in both
instances the USPTO confirmed the patentability of
Respondent's claims without amendment (Fed. Cir.
JA1123-1124). Fujisaki et al. discloses a heart rate
monitor having "axially aligned" "cylindrical,"
closely-spaced electrodes (Fed. Cir. JA558 at 1:45-
48), as shown in Figure 1 below, and a differential
amplifier, as shown in Figure 3 (Fed. Cir. JA557 at
reference number 31).

Fujisaki et al. Figure 1 (Fed. Cir. JA555)

Axially
aligned, large
cylindrical
electrode

pairs (21, 22)
separated by
small spacer
24. Fujisaki

During the reexamination proceedings,
Respondent distinguished Fujisaki et al. by
explaining that the claims were patentable over
Fujisaki et al. because (i) Fujisaki et al. was
completely silent regarding EMG signals; (ii) one of
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ordinary skill in the art would not understand
fujisaki et al.'s large-cylindrical electrodes with
small spacing to have the capability of removing
EMG signals; and (iii) testing showed that Fujisaki
et al.s electrode configuration did not substantially
remove EMG signals (Fed. Cir. JA185-186, Fed. Cir
JA305-337). As Respondent pointed out, Fujisaki et
al. does not even mention EMG," much less describe
removing EMG signals as claimed, and therefore
Respondent's claims were not anticipated or obvious
in view of Fujisaki et al. (Fed. Cir. JA197).

Dr. Lekhtman recognized that EMG removal is
dependent on electrode size, spacing, width
material, and geometry (Fed. Cir. JA233 at 1141 Fed'
Cir. JA239 at 1f69, Fed. Cir. JA201, Fed. Cir JA238-
239 at 1f68(c)). Dr. Lekhtman explained in his
reexamination declaration that "the strength
(amplitude or magnitude) of an EMG measurement
is proportional to the space between the active and
ground electrodes and the size of the electrodes"
(Fed. Cir. JA233 at If41, Fed. Cir. JA239 at 1169 Fed
Cir JA238-39 at 1f68(c)). As Dr. Lekhtman further
explained, Fujisaki et al.'s large-cylindrical
electrodes with small spacing have "the doubly
detrimental effects of (a) magnifying the strength of
the detected EMG relative to the detected ECG thus
reducing the ECG/EMG signal to noise ratio and
(b) increasing the inequality and time dependent
variance between left and right hand EMG" (Fed
Cir. JA233-34 at 143). Dr. Lekhtman also explained
that a person of ordinary skill in the art would
conclude that Fujisaki et al. was using large
electrodes to increase the ECG signal amplitude as
opposed to removing EMG signals (Fed. Cir JA241at Tf77). otx^i
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During the reexamination, Respondent further
provided testing showing that Fujisaki et al.'s
electrode configuration did not remove EMG signals
during exercise. Dr. Galiana described standard
electrical testing that merely requires taking
measurements during exercise conditions at the
differential amplifier inputs and output to determine
whether a device has an electrode configuration and
differential amplifier that can substantially remove
EMG signals (Fed. Cir. JA1050 at f 54, Fed. Cir.
JA210). As Respondent explained during the
reexamination proceeding, an "oscilloscope was
connected to both the inputs and the output of a
differential amplifier" (Fed. Cir. JA210, Fed. Cir.
JA253 at If127). No novel test equipment is required,
as the testing can be conducted with a standard
oscilloscope or electrical meter (Fed. Cir. JA210, Fed.
Cir. JA1050 at If54, Fed. Cir. JA248 at 1fll0, Fed.
Cir. JA253 at If 127). Oscilloscopes are standard
equipment that have been in existence since well
before the 1980's and can be used to view electrical
signal wave forms and to determine electrical signal
characteristics such as signal amplitude and signal
frequency. For ease of understanding, a testing
arrangement is shown below with reference to
Figure 2 of Respondent's '753 Patent.
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Oscilloscope and '753 Patent
Figure 2 (Fed. Cir. JAIinfll

First Live Electrode Input

Second Live Electrode

\ \ iL-T__l

A r

"W

:-=r=-' \
~;Kit.: vw

.!l#:.»y5,S
Differential

Amplifier
Output

p ^ B88
•» w

Petitioner incorrectly shows pictures of various
electrode configurations and alleges that "it is not
readily apparent why" two electrode configurations
are covered by the claim and why two are not
(Petition for Writ of Certiorari (hereinafter "Pet.") at
9). But Dr. Lekhtman recognized that EMG removal
is dependent on electrode size, spacing, width,
material, and geometry (Fed. Cir. JA233 at 141'
JA239 at 169, JA201, JA238-39 at 168(c)), as well as
the circuitry. The first product shown, the patented
product, works as claimed. The E-factor book shown
by Petitioner had different circuitry so the fact that
it has four electrodes did not place it within the
claim scope (Fed. Cir. JA228-229 at 119-21, Fed. Cir
JA305-337). The third product, Dr. Galiana's tested
device, was shown to work as claimed with the basic
oscilloscope testing; but, the fourth product, was
shown not to substantially remove EMG signals
while exercising with the same type of testing (Fed.
Cir. JA305-337). Each configuration is different as
the electrode configurations, spacing, length,
thickness, width, etc., are different.
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Figure from Page 9 of
Petitioner's Brief with Annotations

Exemplary
Patented

Configuration \
Lekhtman

753E-Factor Had

Different

Circuitry that
Did Not Remove

EMG Signals

\

Dr. Galiana's

Tested Device,
Removes EMG

Fujisaki is
silent regarding
removing EMG
and Testing of
Configuration
Showed Failure

to Substantially
Remove EMG

During Exercise

Lekhtman

"E" Factor

(prior art)

^
Galiana

Fujisaki

(prior art)

/

YES

NO

YES

NO

Thus, during reexamination by the USPTO,
Respondent submitted evidence that one skilled m
the art could determine through routine testing the
"spaced relationship" of the electrodes that resulted
in the substantial removal of EMG signals. Biosig
Instruments, Inc., 715 F.3d at 900. This evidence
included statements by the inventor that the design
variables to substantially remove the EMG signals
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involved the spacing, size, shape, and materials of
the electrodes. Id. at 900. Using basic electronic
equipment—an oscilloscope—Respondent showed
that one of ordinary skill in the art would be able to
measure whether the electrodes were in such a
spaced relationship" that would provide the

requisite substantially-eliminated EMG signals
when the device was in use. Id. at 900. The USPTO
agreed and confirmed Respondent's '753 Patent
claims to be patentable without amendment
Importantly, Petitioner has never stated that it
cannot reproduce the basic oscilloscope/meter tests
to determine what is inside or outside the claim
scope.

C. THECLAIMS HAVE NOTUNDERGONE
"METAMORPHOSES"

In order to manufacture an indefiniteness issue
where none really exists, Petitioner incorrectly
asserts that the '753 Patent claims "have undergone
multiple metamorphoses" (Pet. at 9). Petitioner is
incorrect. Throughout the '753 Patent itself, the
original prosecution, the reexamination proceedings
the district court proceedings, and the appeal'
Respondent has consistently maintained that
Respondent's claimed invention includes, inter alia
a live and a common {e.g., ground) electrode for each
hand that are in a "spaced relationship" and
connected to a differential amplifier, such that the
electrodes can detect hand EMG signals and the
heart's ECG signals, and the differential amplifier
can substantially remove the hand EMG signals
leaving ECG signals to be processed for accurate
heart rate determination (Fed. Cir. JA14 at 5-17
6:15, JA12 at 1:34-41).
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Patent: Petitioner incorrectly asserts that the
'753 Patent does not define "spaced relationship" and
provides "no guidance" on the claimed spaced
relationship. The '753 Patent describes that the
electrodes are arranged or spaced such that in use
the EMG signals received by a live and common
electrode pair "will be of substantially equal
magnitude and phase" to those received by the other
live and common pair (Fed. Cir. JA13 at 3:39-43).
The '753 Patent also explains that the electrodes are
arranged or spaced such that the ECG signals
received by the one live and common electrode pair
are of opposite phase to those received by the other
live and common electrode pair (Fed. Cir. JA13 at
3:44-50). As the '753 Patent explains^ this
arrangement or spacing permits the detection of
signals such that when inputted into the differential
amplifier (Fed. Cir. JA13 at 3:47-50), the heart ECG
"signals will be added" and the unwanted "EMG"
signals "will be cancelled" (Fed. Cir. JA13 at 42-43).
The original patent claims expressly stated this
relationship in the claims themselves (Fed. Cir. JA5
at 5:42-6:7). Although Petitioner contends that there
is "no test" in the '753 Patent itself, patents are not
required to recite elementary electrical testing such
as using an oscilloscope to examine electrical signals.
Tellingly, Petitioner has never once provided any
evidence that a person of ordinary skill in the art
would not understand that an oscilloscope/meter can
be applied to determine the electrical signals at
various points in an electrical circuit.

Original Prosecution: Petitioner ignores that
in the original prosecution, the patentee explained,
consistent with the specification, that its invention
included having electrodes spaced to detect EMG
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-phfyingr rECG^ affr/al ai» ^
Cir JA85) gnalS (Fed- Cir- JA83, Fed.

Reexaminations: ThP
proceedings are consistent with the wH^T
original prosecution P^f latent and the
one quo?e ^V^^^ Selects
declaration whariJori ^ " reexami^tion-sons for ^fthfU^^SST1 ^
were patentable over FuhsX / i ^ daims
snores that Respondent ex^ned the H^^
Patentable over Fujisaki et al becau efi) fT V^
al- was completely silent regarX EMG " ^
(11) one of ordinarv skill ^ «T g signals;
understand FuXi e m,?Ie1art Wou^ not
electrodes with smTlT i ^-cylindrical
of remov nlEMG , T^ \° W the caPabi^y
t^t ^i^™2«rs&i (ir)testing sWdsubstantially remove FMC C°nf;guration did not
86, Fed. C&S^T^T1^ (Jed' Cir" JA185-Fujisaki et al "does nl 'p Respondent Pointed out,
less detecting and t ^^ EMG'" much
claimed, and therefore ^ "? EMG Signals as
Cir. JA197) ln fT-t V °5 FuJ^aki et al. (Fed.
electrorlp Jr ' ResP°ndent tested variouselectrode configurations. These t^ta qt, Vdn°us
standard electrical testing wh an osc.T "^
meter which nfn,„ „i t , oscilloscope or
the claim a„d wwt ^°de ^S™^ satisfied
Po^f , ^05 "1133, Fed. Cir JA^O^ qqvi

« SetS^^ that th6Se ^ « £claLs. ^ttn^ °UtSide °f ^
Fujisaki etal lackedtL J-, °fflCe agreed thatremove EMG S ! .c^ab^y to substantially**K* signals as claimed, and in June 2010
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issued a notice of intent to issue a reexamination
certificate (Fed. Cir. JA140-144). In the reasons for
allowance, the Examiner stated that the "crucial
claim language" was that the prior art did not
disclose electrodes configured with a differential
amplifier for detecting and substantially removing
EMG signals (Fed. Cir. JA142).

District Court Proceedings: Consistent with
the Patent, the original prosecution history, and the
reexamination proceedings, Respondent asserted the
same claim scope during claim construction.
Petitioner, however, misrepresents the claim
construction proceedings. During claim construction,
Petitioner having lost the reexamination
proceedings, sought to read in an electrode
spacing/width limitation into the claims to
manufacture a noninfringement argument (Fed. Cir.
JA1378:23-1379:15, Fed. Cir. JA1382:14-1391:23).
The crux of Petitioner's argument was there was a
legal disavowal of certain electrode spacing/width
structures during the reexamination proceedings
(Fed. Cir. JA1378:23-1379:15, Fed. Cir. JA1382:14-
1391:23). The District Court properly rejected this
argument because there could not possibly have been
such a disavowal during the reexamination
proceedings because Biosig expressly stated during
the prosecution history that some electrode
configurations having a spacing that is less than the
electrode width do substantially remove EMG
signals as claimed, such as Dr. Galiana's device, and
some of Petitioner's and Star-Tree's devices (Fed.
Cir. JA246 at 11101, 102, Fed. Cir. JA328-31, Fed.
Cir. JA248-55, Fed. Cir. JA1049). Further, the
Reasons for Allowance explain that the claims were
patentable because Fujisaki et al. did not disclose
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^deT°!A?lrITlal olmo signals as ^™*right i",.^140;^)- Respondent's arguments fell
right m line with the 753 Patent, the orisrina

lelmgly, Petitioner did not even raise indefiniteness
at the claims construction proceedings.

Petitioner alleges that the District Court found
that Respondent's "submissions to the Patent.
Off ce were internally inconsistent and 'g,bberish •'
Pet H ' ng Fed' Cir' JA1389). HoweverPetitioner incorrectly cites the oral argument
banter and such back and forth of oral arfurZ
uZTJTTIa factual finding by **~requested f,?rfh fSum<*t, the District Court
24 2lt J ^lT SubTSSlmS (Fei Cir- JA1391 at<!4 21-6) and then after reviewing that further
J- (Fed' <*• ^1315-1321)^^^
^TcS.stis^r111 Eespondent's position-

Federal Circuit Decision: The Federal Circuit
majority agreed with Respondent's position whX
SS'tf ad™nCed' findi^ «» cl'aims no
annlv be n86 * P6rS°n °f skiU in the <** couldwhaf *6 °SalI°sc°P^*r testing to determinewnat was within the claim scope BiosieInstruments Inc., 715 F.3d at 903. The FfS
Circuit majority expressly held that "it has been
boS of tte'M artrnS, CM re3dUy —SnSMunds of the spaced relationship' through tests
using standard equipment." Id. The Federal Circu
W been to ^ "^^ ** -^rations could
amnlifir- ! '"^ by anaIy™g the differential
ESotdECC ", ""S* Slgnals fM det-«ng
remova" of FMp"11' Sand °bse™8 the substantialremoval of EMG signals from ECG signals while
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simulating exercise. These parameters constitute
the metes and bounds of 'spaced relationship.'" Id at
901.

Federal Circuit Concurring Opinion: The
Federal Circuit's concurring opinion expressed the
same decision in slightly different terms. As the
concurrence explains, the "court's construction
provided sufficient clarity to one of skill in the art as
to the metes and bounds of the 'spaced relationship'
limitation." Id at 905. The concurring opinion did not
link the functional language in the claim to the
"spaced relationship" term because it believed that
issue was not before the Federal Circuit. Id at 906.
Further, Petitioner incorrectly suggests that the
Federal Court found that the functional language
regarding detecting and removing EMG signals was
not a claim limitation, and that the claim would
have a different scope under its analysis.

In summary, contrary to Petitioner's argument,
Respondent has been unwavering for over twenty
years regarding the meaning of its claims and has
not urged different constructions. Rather, the
District Court was simply led astray by Petitioner's
unfounded attorney assertion that a person of skill
in the art did not understand the claim scope.

REASONS FOR DENYING THE PETITION

Petitioner's arguments for granting the Petition
should be denied because this Court has recently
considered the same issues and denied the petition
in that instance after soliciting the views of the
USPTO. Further, there is no conflict between this
Court and the Federal Circuit on the indefiniteness
issue warranting granting the Petition. Moreover,
Petitioner urges that this Court overturn well-
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established law in favor of a "multiple reasonable
interpretation" standard that has no legal basis
and which would significantly harm the patent
system.

I. PETITIONER FAILS TO PROVIDE A
BASIS FOR GRANTING ITS PETITION
A. PETITIONER'S ARGUMENTS FAIL

BECAUSE THIS COURT RECENTLY
DENIED A PETITION FOR
CERTIORARI AFTER FULLY
CONSIDERING THE VERY SAME
ARGUMENTS

Petitioner is merely rehashing the arguments
made m Applera Corp. v. Enzo Biochem, Inc
131 S. Ct. 3020 (2011). In Applera, this Court
issued an order soliciting the views of the USPTO
on the very issues that Petitioner raises here.
Applera Corp. v. Enzo Biochem, Inc., 131 S Ct 847
(2010). After the USPTO submitted an amicus
curiae briefopining that "this Court's review is not
warranted" (Brief for the United States as
Amicus Curiae, Applera, No. 10-426 (May 17, 2011)
(hereinafter "Applera U.S. Amicus Brief) at 6), this
Court denied the petition for certiorari in
Applera. 113 S. Ct. 3020. Petitioner identifies
nothing that has changed since Applera. Thus, this
Court has fully considered Petitioner's arguments
and has concluded this Court's review is not
warranted.
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B. PETITIONER FAILS TO SHOW THAT
THE FEDERAL CIRCUIT'S VIEW IS
INCOMPATIBLE WITH THIS
COURT'S INTERPRETATION

As it cannot, Petitioner provides no basis for why
the indefiniteness standard applied by the Federal
Circuit conflicts with this Court's precedent. Rather,
on pages 15-16 of its Petition, Petitioner merely cites
general language requiring claims to be definite and
then asserts, without citation, that the proper
indefiniteness standard is that if a claim "is open to
multiple reasonable interpretations[,]" the claim is
indefinite (Pet. at 15). As indicated by the lack of
citation, Petitioner's "multiple reasonable
interpretations" standard is not found in this Court's
precedent. Thus, Petitioner's argument fails because
it attempts to manufacture a conflict between this
Court and the Federal Circuit by attributing a
standard to this Court that it cannot even show this
Court has adopted. Moreover, Petitioner's argument
has no merit because this Court fully considered this
very same argument in denying Applera Corp.'s
petition for certiorari in view of the USPTO's amicus
brief in that case explaining that this Court's and
the Federal Circuit's standards are the same. Reply
Brief of Petitioner Applera Corp., Applera No. 10-426
(November 22, 2011) at 2-4; Applera U.S. Amicus
Brief at 6, 11-16; Initial Brief of Respondent Enzo
Biochem, Inc., Applera, No. 10-426 (November 11
2010) at 6-8.

Petitioner's argument further fails because
Petitioner ignores that the Federal Circuit's
standards actually comport, rather than conflict,
with this Court's indefiniteness standards.
Petitioner incorrectly asserts that the Federal
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W wMai? 6d an "any reasonable meaning" orinsolubly ambiguous" indefiniteness standard that
is inconsistent with this Court's precedent (Pet a
17). There is no conflict. For example, in Minerals
Separation, Ltd. v. Hyde, this Court explained tha
the certainty which the law requires in patents is

not greater than is reasonable, having regard to ther
Tddedt Thtter" 2t\U'V61' 27° (1916) ^^added). This Court has held patent claims definite
because they were "sufficiently definite to guide
those skilled m the art to" their "successful
application." Id. at 271. Likewise, in Eibel Profess
heV'.W HTta &°ntari0 Paper Co- this Courtneld that claims need not be subject to no

65-67 (1923). Rather, this Court held that claims
were not indefinite because the "evidence discW
hat one, so skilled" in the art "had no difficulty^

determining the bounds of the claim and terms of
degree such as "substantial." Id. at 65-66.

Fo7he! nnd6finiteneSS standard applied by the
cast AZT^ "J'**^ as Amplified * this
cTaTmt « 1IT* ClrCUlt 6Xplained in thls case> aclaim is insolubly ambiguous" or "not amenable to
construction" if "reasonable efforts at caim
construction result in a definition that does not
provide sufficient particularity and clarity to inform
skilled artisans of the bounds of the claim." Biosig
Instruments, Inc., 715 F.3d 891, 898. The Federal
wL fU if" •^^ that indefinitenessrequire[s] a showing that a person of ordinary skill
would find" the claim term "insolubly ambiglus-
hPIn fS J° pr0Tide sufficient clarity delineating

It 899 Tif^ daT t0 °ne Skilled in the art-" Id.at 899. Tellingly, Petitioner fails to provide any
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explanation of how the Federal Circuit and this
Court supposedly have different standards. Rather,
Petitioner plucks language from opinions and merely
alleges that the standards differ.

Moreover, Petitioner's argument flies straight in
the face of this Court's recognition that construction
of a patent claim is a basic issue in any patent case.
This Court has also recognized that even a "simple
patent case" involves the "element" of "construing
the patent." Markman, 517 U.S at 384. This Court
has explained that "the nature of language makes it
impossible to capture the essence of a thing in a
patent application." Festo Corp. v. Shoketsu Kinzoku
Kogyo Kabushiki Co., 535 U.S. 722, 731 (2002).
Accordingly, the Court held that the construction of
a patent claim is a question of law for the court and
there are defined procedures for a Court to construe
a claim. Markman, 517 U.S 370. Petitioner's
proposed "multiple reasonable interpretation"
standard cannot be reconciled with this Court's

precedent because there would essentially be no
need for a claim construction under Petitioner's

standard since a defendant could always assert a
"reasonable interpretation" argument. Further, this
Court has explained that a patent's "value would be
greatly diminished," if it was limited to precise
literal terms. Festo Corp., 535 U.S. at 731.

C. THE FEDERAL CIRCUIT HAS NOT

MISINTERPRETED THE PATENT

STATUTE

Petitioner asserts that the Federal Circuit has

misinterpreted the indefiniteness standard of
"particularly pointing out and distinctly claiming"
(Pet. at 14). Petitioner is wrong because the Federal
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Circuit's explanation of the indefiniteness standard
has to be understood in the context of construing a
claim. A patent is a legal document with claims that
define legal rights. Markman, 517 U.S. at 388. As
explained above, this Court has recognized that
claim construction is part of even a simple patent
case because it is not an easy task to reduce an
invention to words. Id at 384. In the adversarial
context of patent litigation, it is therefore necessary
to construe the claim to define the legal right.

In this context of construing a claim, the Federal
Circuit has properly explained that the
indefiniteness provision of 35 U.S.C. §112, ^2
requires the "scope of the claims be sufficiently
definite to inform the public of the bounds of the
protected invention, i.e., what subject matter is
covered by the exclusive rights of the invention."
Biosig Instruments, Inc., 715 F.3d at 897-898.
(quoting Halliburton Energy Servs., Inc. v. M-I LLC,
514 F.3d 1244, 1249 (Fed. Cir. 2008)). The Federal
Circuit further explained that a claim is indefinite "if
reasonable efforts at claim construction result in a
definition that does not provide sufficient
particularity and clarity to inform skilled artisans of
the bounds of the claim," which the Federal Circuit
terms "insolubly ambiguous." Id. at 898. (quoting
Star Sci, Inc. v. R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., 537 F3.d
1357, 1371 (Fed. Cir. 2008)). The Federal Circuit
also explained that because "some experimentation
may be necessary to determine the scope of the
claims does not render the claims indefinite." Id. at
902. (quoting Exxon Research & Eng'g Co. v. United
States, 265 F.3d. 1371, 1379 (Fed. Cir. 2001)). Thus,
the Federal Circuit's standard properly reflects that
a claim is not indefinite merely because a defendant
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can advocate a reasonable argument, Notably, the
USPTO expressly rejected Petitioner's argument in
Applera. See Applera U.S. Amicus Brief at 11-16.
Similarly, in other legal contexts, a statute or a
contract must be construed, but they are not
considered indefinite merely because a motivated
defendant can assert a reasonable conflicting
argument.

Petitioner asserts that if testing is required to
understand how to apply a claim then "it is not too
much to ask that the inventor describe those tests"

(Pet. at 15). But here the inventor did just that as
the oscilloscope/meter testing is described in the
intrinsic record, and Petitioner has never asserted
that it does not understand the tests or cannot apply
the tests, much less provided any evidence that
persons of skill in the art would have any trouble in
reproducing the tests. In contrast, Respondent has
submitted substantial evidence that the claims are

definite.

D. THE FEDERAL CIRCUIT HAS NOT

IMPROPERLY ALLOWED VAGUE

CLAIMS TO BE CURED THROUGH

CLAIM CONSTRUCTION

Petitioner incorrectly asserts that the Federal
Circuit has improperly "cured" vague claims by
construing them and that claims must be defined
before litigation. Basically, Petitioner is rehashing
its other arguments that merely if a defendant
advances a "reasonable" claim construction

argument that conflicts with the patentee's
argument, the claim is indefinite and the Federal
Circuit has "cured" the claim by construing it. Thus,
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Petitioner's argument fails for the same reasons as
its other arguments.

In its argument, Petitioner incorrectly criticizes
the Federal Circuit for construing a claim based on
the understanding of a person of ordinary skill in the
art, as opposed to a lay person. This argument is
without merit. A patent is directed to a person of
"ordinary skill in the art." 35 U.S.C. § 112, 1J1. Thus,
to construe a patent claim from a lay person's
perspective, as Petitioner advocates, is contrary to
the patent statute.

E. PETITIONER'S DATED CASE FROM
THE SECOND CIRCUIT PROVIDES
NO BASIS FOR GRANTING ITS
PETITION

Petitioner incorrectly asserts that a 1971 case,
Norton Co. v. Bendix, from the Second Circuit
justifies its petition (Pet. at 20-21). Petitioner's
argument has no merit because Norton is in
accordance with both this Court and the Federal
Circuit's indefiniteness standard. In Norton, the
inventors and multiple expert witnesses on
plaintiffs behalf all testified that they did not have a
standard for defining what "closely spaced" and
"substantial distance" meant, and expressed
conflicting views regarding how to define whether an
accused device met the limitations. Norton Co. v.
Bendix Corp., 449 F.2d 553, 555-557 (2d Cir. 1971).
Further, there was no standard in the intrinsic
record for determining what was inside or outside of
the claims, and the Court had to consider conflicting
expert testimony. Id. at 555. Thus, there is nothing
unique about Norton that merits this Court's
attention.
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Petitioner mistakenly tries to draw a parallel
between Norton and this case because although the
technologies differ, the claim terms have some
similar words. However, this case is not akin to
Norton because here the intrinsic record provides
routine oscilloscope analysis for determining
whether the claims are satisfied and the only
testimony from persons of skill in the art is that the
claims are definite (Fed. Cir. JA210, Fed. Cir.
JA1050 at H1154-55, Fed. Cir. JA248 at 1110, Fed.
Cir. JA253 at 1127, 1129). Petitioner has never
contended to any Court that it does not understand
the oscilloscope test or that it cannot apply the test,
much less provide any evidence from a person of
ordinary skill in the art.

II. THE FEDERAL CIRCUIT DID NOT
COMMIT LEGAL ERROR BY GP7ING
RESPECT TO THE PRESUMPTION OF
VALIDITY IN CRAFTING ITS
INDEFINITENESS TEST

Petitioner's argument that the Federal Circuit
incorrectly considers the presumption of validity set
forth in 35 U.S.C. § 282 in assessing indefiniteness is
meritless (Pet. at 18-19). Under 35 U.S.C. § 282 a
patent is presumed by law to be valid. Indefiniteness
is an invalidity defense set forth in 35 U.S.C. §112,
11. Accordingly, patent claims are presumed
definite, and the Federal Circuit has properly
followed Congress' statutory framework. Moreover,
this Court recently upheld the traditional view that
the presumption of validity applies to invalidity
defenses. Microsoft Corp. v. Hi Ltd. Partnership,
131 S. Ct. 2238 (2011).
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In arguing that the statutory presumption of
validity does not apply to the invalidity defense of
indefiniteness, Petitioner misapplies this Court's
holding mMicrosoft Corp. In Microsoft, this Court
held that the statutory presumption of invalidity
fwfGSTi0r7alidity defenSeS- 131 S- Ct- at 2252. Asthe USPTO explained, in its amicus brief in Applera
because there is astatutory presumption of validity,'
the Federal Circuit properly requires "challengers to
overcome the presumption by offering a
demonstration of indefiniteness, including ashowing
that reasonable efforts at claim construction are
unavailing." Applera U.S. Amicus Brief at 18, citing
Exxon, 265 F.3d at 1375. g

Petitioner's citations to the concurrence opinion
in Microsoft have no merit. The concurrence merely
pointed out that the presumption of validity applies
to underlying factual issues. See Microsoft, 131 S Ct
at 2253. _This Court has recognized that claim
construction includes underlying factual issues. See
Markman, 517 U.S. at 389 (recognizing that claim
construction may involve credibility judgments);
Minerals Separation, 242 U.S. at 270 271
(considering testing of different materials in
assessing whether claims were sufficiently definite)
in tact, this Court has considered factual evidence in
United Carbon in resolving an indefiniteness
^7 'IT' Unit6d Carb°n C°- V- Binney &Smith Co.,317 U.S. 228, 233-234 (1942). Thus, from the
concurring opinions perspective, the presumption of
validity applies to these underlying factual issues
that must be considered in answering the
indefiniteness issue.
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III.THIS CASE IS NOT AN IDEAL VEHICLE
FOR CONSIDERING INDEFINITENESS

This case is not an ideal vehicle for considering
the indefiniteness standard because the record is
lopsided in Respondent's favor, and it is undisputed
that the oscilloscope/meter testing is a bright line
test for determining what is inside and outside of
the claims. Respondent provided evidence from the
prosecution history where the inventor,
Dr. Lekhtman, and an expert, Dr. Galiana,
provided test results showing the standard for
determining whether electrodes have the claimed
"spaced relationship" such that the EMG signals
can be substantially removed by the difference
amplifier (Fed. Cir. JA210; Fed. Cir. JA1050 at
154, Fed. Cir. JA248 at 1110; Fed. Cir. JA253 at
1127, Fed. Cir. JA305-337). Respondent also
presented another expert, Dr. Yanulis, who
testified that a person of ordinary skill in the art
can test for the substantial removal of EMG signals
which determines whether electrodes have the
spaced relationship required by the claims (Fed.
Cir. JA1670). All of these witnesses testified that a
person of ordinary skill in the art can perform this
test simply by using an oscilloscope and measuring
whether the EMG signals are substantially
removed. In contrast, Petitioner did not submit any
testing, expert or fact declaration, affidavit,
testimony or other evidence from a person of skill
in the art that suggested the '753 Patent claims
were indefinite. Petitioner merely provided
attorney assertion that the term "spaced
relationship" was indefinite in the abstract. If that
is all that is needed to establish indefiniteness,
then patents are of limited value. Now, Petitioner
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requests that this Court rewrite the indefiniteness
standard so that attorney assertion can prevail
over factual evidence.

Petitioner's argument that this case is a more
ideal case than Applera is incorrect. First,
Petitioner mischaracterizes the USPTO's amicus
brief in Applera as suggesting that this Court did
not grant the petition in Applera primarily because
the "insolubly ambiguous" language was not used
in the Federal Circuit's opinion in that case (Pet. at
23). But, as explained above, the USPTO disagreed
with Petitioner's primary arguments advanced
here. See Applera U.S. Amicus Brief. Secondly,
Petitioner incorrectly suggests that the test is not
m the intrinsic record, when in fact it is in the
intrinsic record (Fed. Cir. JA12 at 2:12-19, Fed Cir
JA13 at 3:26-31, Fed. Cir. JA14 at 5:42-61 Fed'
Cir. JA139-146, Fed. Cir. JA210, Fed. Cir. JA1050
at H54-55, Fed. Cir. JA248 at 1110; Fed. Cir.
JA253 at 1127). Moreover, Petitioner incorrectly
asserts that there is "not a record in existence
within a decade of the patent's issuance," when, in
fact, oscilloscope/meter testing is basic electrical
testing that can be performed by a college student
m an engineering field or possibly even a high
school student. Apatent has never been required to
detail matters known to those skilled in the art
such as using a standard oscilloscope to measure
electrical signals. Finally, Petitioner misstates the
reexamination record. Petitioner completely
ignores the testing record and the Reasons for
Allowance during prosecution, and instead
selectively mischaracterizes one statement in the
prosecution record where Dr. Lekhtman is
describing the Fujisaki et al. electrode
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configuration (Pet. at 25). Petitioner cannot justify
this Court granting its Petition by basically
ignoring the record and the bright-line test for
determining what is inside and outside of the
claims.

IV. THERE IS NO ERROR REGARDING

INDEFINITENESS THAT HAS

DAMAGED OUR PATENT SYSTEM

Petitioner and amicus contend that the

indefiniteness standard has weakened our patent
system. However, their briefs are contradictory. For
example, amicus Electronic Frontier Foundation
argues on the one hand that the indefiniteness
standard has "caused widespread, well known harm"
(Brief of Public Knowledge and the Electronic
Frontier Foundation as Amici Curiae for the
Petitioner, Nautilus, Inc. v. Biosig Instruments, Inc.,
No. 13-369 (2013) (hereinafter "EFF Brief) at 9), but
on the other hand that indefiniteness arises in a
"minuscule pool of cases" (EFF Brief at 12). If such
harm was being created from the indefiniteness
standard, as Petitioner and Amici contend, then
surely motivated litigants in heavily litigated patent
cases would be advancing these issues, not just
raising them in a "minuscule" amount of cases.

What Petitioner and amicus really advocate for is
not strengthening the patent system, but rather
gutting the patent system. Under their "multiple
reasonable interpretations" standard, it would seem
that a motivated defendant need only pay an
attorney to provide multiple reasonable
interpretations to render a claim indefinite. This
standard is not realistic and would be harmful to
innovation. Because a patent is a legal document
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setting forth an invention into words to define a
legal right, construing a patent is inherent to its
nature, just as it is with other legal documents, such
as a statute or a contract.

CONCLUSION

Petitioner has not shown any compelling reasons
for this Court to grant the Petition. Therefore,
Respondent respectfully requests that the Petition
be denied.

Respectfully submitted,

/s/ Michael J. Bonella
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